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1 Introduction

As part of WP2 ’Maintenance of current transcriptions and translations’ a substantial number
of English and Slovene lectures from VideoLectures.NET and Spanish lectures from poliMedia
was identified for transcription and translation throughout the project. These lectures are re-
peatedly transcribed and translated using improved models and techniques. Improved models
are resulting from the work done in WP 3 ’Massive Adaptation’. Furthermore the transcrip-
tions and translations are improved by feedback collected during internal evaluation in WP 6
’Evaluation’ using the techniques developed in WP 4 ’Intelligent interaction with users’. Repos-
itories at the VideoLectures.NET and poliMedia sites were implemented to store the complete
set of transcriptions and translations. From these repositories transcriptions and translations
are later extracted to be displayed with the videos.

1.1 Automatic transcription of lectures

The set of English, Slovene and Spanish lectures was identified in task 2.1 based on the popular-
ity (number of views) of the lectures. The video files containing the lectures were converted to
audio files suited for the automatic transcription. In month 12, 18 and 24 the available acoustic
and language models for the 3 languages developed in WP 3 were used to automatically tran-
scribe the lectures. The output of each transcription was converted to the agreed dfxp format
and stored in the git-Repository. Since M24, UPV is additionally transcribing Catalan video
lectures available at the poliMedia repository.

1.2 Automatic translation of lectures

In a second step, the automatically generated transcriptions were automatically translated.
For this, the transcriptions in dfxp format were checked out from the git-Repository and then
translated automatically with the translation models developed in WP 3 into the following
languages:

• English lectures were translated to French, German, Slovene and Spanish,

• Slovene lectures were translated into English,

• Spanish lectures were translated into English and Catalan1.

The translations were converted to dfxp format and stored in the git-Repositories as well.

1started in M24
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2 Repository and format for actual transcriptions and transla-
tions

2.1 Repository

For storage and retrieval of the transcriptions and translations generated during the lifetime
of the transLectures project a repository was implemented. This repository facilitates the
workflows synchronising the data produced by the project partners, together with the input
generated from the feedback produced by the two video lectures websites (VideoLectures.NET
and poliMedia).

The core functionality of the repository is based on the popular ’git’ distributed revision
control system. Git combines a robust implementation of a distributed repository with advanced
branching and merging features. These features allow the project partners to keep parallel
versions of transcriptions and translations and improve these over time. When appropriate
they can then efficiently merge their final contributions to the stable master branch so that
these can be displayed to the video lectures website users.

The basic workflows are:

• Committing automatically generated transcriptions and translations.

• Retrieve transcriptions and translations for evaluation or quality analysis.

• Committing feedback from evaluation and quality analysis.

• Retrieve transcriptions and translations for displaying it at the video lectures websites.

The document in appendix B contains a users guide for the necessary steps to access the
repository as well as a description of the most common workflows.

2.2 Format

For the storage of the transcriptions and translations the project partners agreed on an extension
of the ’Timed Text Markup Language’ (TTML) format. The TTML is a content type that
represents timed text media (see http://www.w3.org/TR/ttaf1-dfxp/). In order to reflect the
needs of transLectures several new tags were added for a TTML transLectures document. The
transcription of a lecture and each translation into a language is stored in a separate document.
Appendix A describes the new tags as well as examples of the usage for transcriptions and
translations.
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3 Automatic Transcription of Videolectures

The initial automatic transcriptions in M12 of the English and Slovene lectures from VideoLec-
tures.NET and the Spanish lectures from poliMedia were produced by EML. In M18 UPV took
over the transcription of the Spanish lectures, whereas EML continues to produce the English
and Slovene transcriptions. In M24 UPV started to transcribe additionally Catalan lectures
from poliMedia.

3.1 Automatic Transcription of Videolectures from VideoLectures.NET

In Task 2.1 ’Data Extraction’ JSI provided videos in one or more of supported formats (.wmv,
.flv and .mp4 and sometimes .mov). These formats were converted to audio files in 16kHz .wav
format, the input format for automatic transcription (see [14]).

The EML Transcription Server, a highly scalable service responsible for the efficient tran-
scription of huge amounts of audio data, was used to produce the transcriptions.

For the transcriptions acoustic and language models developed by EML and RWTH were
used. In order to host systems developed by RWTH several acoustic frontends (MLP and
Gammatone features) have been integrated into the EML Transcription Server. Therefore
the models optimized for maximum accuracy, needed tuning to balance real time factor and
accuracy.

Details on the systems used for the transcription can be found in [15] and [18]. An evaluation
of the systems was done in WP6 ’Evaluation’. Results can be found in the reports [16] and [17].

3.1.1 Automatic Transcription of English Videolectures

From VideoLectures.NET a set of 9233 English lectures was identified based on the popularity
(meaning the lectures that were viewed at least 50 times).

From these lectures

• 4 lectures were selected as test set,

• 4 lectures were selected as development set,

• 5 lectures were selected for quality analysis in 2012,

• 7 lectures were selected for quality analysis in 2013,

• 26 lectures were selected for the first round of internal evaluation at VideoLectures.NET,

• 39 lectures were selected for the second round of internal evaluation at VideoLectures.NET.

These manual and supervised transcriptions are left out from re-transcription process. The
remaining 9148 of the lectures - corresponding to about 5900 hours of speech - are transcribed
repeatedly with the improved models. The WER for the used models on the test and develop-
ment set decreased from 44.0% and 57.2% in M12 to 31.5% and 40.2% in M24 respectively.
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3.1.2 Automatic Transcription of Slovene Videolectures

As for English the most popular Slovene lectures were identified resulting in a set of 794 lectures.

From these lectures

• 4 lectures were selected as test set,

• 4 lectures were selected as development set,

• 3 lectures were selected for quality analysis in 2012,

• 8 lectures were selected for quality analysis in 2013,

• 24 lectures were selected for the first round of internal evaluation at VideoLectures.NET,

• 12 lectures were selected for the second round of internal evaluation at VideoLectures.NET.

These manual and supervised transcriptions are left out from re-transcription process. The
remaining 741 lectures - corresponding to 490 hours of speech - are transcribed repeatedly with
the improved models. The WER for the used models on the test and development set decreased
from 47.5% and 37.0% in M12 to 45.4% and 32.5% in M24 respectively.

3.2 Automatic Transcription of Videolectures from poliMedia

Since M18, UPV took full control of the live poliMedia repository. From the viewpoint of Task
2.3, this means that Spanish and Catalan videos were automatically transcribed. It is important
to note that the poliMedia repository is continously growing and new lectures have been added
since the start of this project. For this reason, the UPV-transLectures team synchronises its
local copy of poliMedia before each complete re-transcription is performed, that is, at M18 and
now at M24. From M18 to M24, aproximately 1.000 new lectures were incorporated into the
poliMedia repository and have been transcribed for the first time. Obviously, only automatic
transcriptions are re-transcribed, while manually and supervised transcriptions are left out of
this re-transcription process. Nowadays, automatic transcriptions account for 92% of the total
amount of transcriptions provided by poliMedia.

3.2.1 Automatic Transcription of Spanish Videolectures

At M24, 7475 lectures (997 hours) have been automatically re-transcribed with the best WP3
ASR Spanish system (see Deliverable 3.1.2), but adapted to the WP2 requirements.

Firstly, all manually or supervised transcriptions from the poliMedia repository, except for
the development and test sets defined in Task 6.1, have been added to the acoustic training data
of the ASR system, accounting for 40 additional hours of in-domain speech data with respect
to M18.

Secondly, due to the computational cost of the automatic transcription process, the ASR
system has been tweaked to reduce the time needed to re-generate the complete set of transcrip-
tions for poliMedia. First, pruning parameters were optimised on the development set (defined
in Task 6.1) in order to increase the transcription speed in terms of Real Time Factor (RTF)
without significantly compromising the transcription quality of the system. The tuning process
achieved a notable reduction of 65% in RTF with a minor 0.2% increase of WER. Last, language
model (LM) adaptation had to be applied at the speaker level, instead of at the lecture level as
performed in WP3. As a result, 1353 adapted LMs (one per speaker) were trained, instead of
7475 LMs (one per video).
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Finally, the impact of the tuning process described above was evaluated in terms of WER
on the development and test sets defined in Task 6.1. The WP2-M24 system attained 17.4%
and 19.4% on the development and test sets, respectively, while the WP3-M24 system achieved
17.8% and 18.7% on the respective sets. That is, the WP2 system was 0.4 points better on
the development set than the WP3 system, but 0.7 points worse on the test set. It must be
noted that thanks to the technological progress made in WP3 under Tasks 3.1 and 3.2, which is
transferred every 6 months to WP2, the transcription quality of WP2 systems is being constantly
improved in terms of WER computed over the test set. At M18, WP2 system achieved 23.1%,
which have been significantly superseeded at M24, whose system attains 19.4%.

Apart from the tuning differences between WP2 and WP3 system, the main difference comes
from the additional 40 hours of acoustic training data incorporated into the WP2 system, but
not into the WP3 system. Our hypothesis is that the additional acoustic training data of WP2
is more similar to the development set than to the test set, and this fact would explain a better
performance of the WP2 system on the development set.

Left-most plot of Figure 1 shows the progress over time of the WP2 Spanish ASR system
in terms of WER computed over the test set, in comparison to the Spanish ASR systems
reported at WP3 distinguished by a suffix character to denote the system owner: U (UPV) and
R (RWTH). Regarding the WP2 curve, it must be noted that in M12 the system used in the
initial transcription of the whole poliMedia repository was provided by RWTH and hosted at
the EML Transcription Platform (R@E).

3.2.2 Automatic Transcription of Catalan Videolectures

At M24, Catalan lectures available at the poliMedia repository were also transcribed. Currently,
the total number of Catalan lectures at poliMedia are 311, from which 187 were manually
transcribed to define train, development and test sets, whilst the remaining 124 lectures were
automatically transcribed with the best WP3 ASR Catalan system (see D3.1.2), but adapted
to the WP2 constraints. In this case, due to the scarcity of in-domain Catalan training data
(19.5 hours), development and test sets of the Catalan partition were also added to the training
data summing up to 24 hours of speech data. The augmented ASR system was then used to
generate automatic Catalan transcriptions.
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Figure 1: WP2 Progress in ASR for Spanish transcriptions (in the left and in terms of WER)
and in MT for Spanish into English translations (in the right and in terms of BLEU), both
computed over the test sets defined in T6.1 on the poliMedia repository.

4 Automatic Translation of Videolectures

The transcriptions of English, Slovene and Spanish lectures, generated as described in the
previous section, were then translated. RWTH was performing the translations from English to
German and Slovene, UPV from English to Spanish and vice versa, and XEROX from English
to French and Slovene to English.

4.1 Automatic Translations of Videolectures from videolectures.net

4.1.1 English→German

The English→German translation system used for translation of the VideoLectures.NET database
is based on RWTH’s open source machine translation toolkit Jane [19]. Its state-of-the-art
phrase-based decoder is augmented with sophisticated sentence selection and weighting tech-
niques to adapt it towards the lecture domain [10, 9, 8]. The language model is a 4-gram LM
trained with the SRILM toolkit [13]. We use the standard set of models with phrase translation
probabilities and lexical smoothing in both directions, word and phrase penalty and an n-gram
target language model. The phrase-based system also includes a distance-based reordering
model and three binary count features. The log-linear parameter weights are optimized with
MERT [11]. We leveraged large amounts of in-domain and out-of-domain data to train a system
with the best possible performance. A more detailed description of the translation system can
be found in [18]

4.1.2 English→Slovenian

The English→Slovenian translation system is very similar to the one used for the English→German
task. The same open-source decoder is used with the same basic features. Additionally, the
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translation systems are augmented with a hierarchical lexicalized reordering model [4] and 7-
gram word class language models [20]. The baseline system makes use of all available bilingual
and monolingual data sources to achieve state-of-the-art performance and is further improved
by adapting it towards the lecture domain with data selection and weighting techniques. The
translation system is described in detail in [18]

4.1.3 English→French

The Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system used in the English→French translation task
is based on the open-source toolkit Moses [6]. The decoding process uses the standard phrase-
based approach. This system is domain adapted to the task using Xerox’s lexical coverage and
array of language models techniques (see deliverable [18]). Target language models are trained
with the SRILM toolkit[13] and then binarized with the KENLM Toolkit[5].

These domain adaptation approaches increase the number of features. This leads us to
use the Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) for the weight optimisation of features as
adapted by Chiang in [2, 1]. The Xerox system is described in detail in the second report on
massive adaptation [18].

4.1.4 English→Spanish

UPVLC’s English→Spanish MT system is based on the open-source phrase-based state-of-the-
art Moses system [6]. It is actually an adaptation of the best WP3 En-Es system described in the
deliverable D3.1.2 but adapted to the requirements of WP2. The adapted MT system for M24
features a Bilingual Sentence Selection (BSS) technique, whose aim is to select n-grams from a
pool of out-of-domain training data that have been rarely seen in the in-domain training data,
but are needed to translate in-domain source (English) sentences. Selected bilingual sentences
are used afterwards to train the phrase table and the in-domain language model used in the
translation process.

Nevertheless, the BSS technique is very expensive in computational terms, and for this reason
some constraints were defined to apply this technique to WP2. First, all lectures eligible to be
translated are divided into clusters of lectures accounting approximately 100 hours of acoustic
data. Then, a pre-selection of bilingual sentences is performed for each cluster, producing a
reduced pool of out-of-domain bilingual data. After that, the BSS technique is applied again to
smaller lecture groups of approximately 4 hours defined over the main cluster, but in this case
using as out-domain data the pre-selected pool of bilingual sentences.

This approach to select bilingual sentence reduces the computational cost of translating
the complete repository for two reasons. First, the pre-selection considerably speeds-up the
subsequent selections executed on the smaller lecture groups; and secondly, the application of
the BSS technique on groups of lectures instead of individual lectures significantly reduces the
number of in-domain phrase tables and language models that have to be trained before the
translation process.

4.1.5 Slovenian→English

In the Slovenian→English translation task we used the same approaches as in the section 4.1.3
for the English→French task. The system is detailed in the second report on massive adaptation
[18].
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4.2 Automatic Translations of Videolectures from poliMedia

4.2.1 Spanish→English

UPVLC’s WP2 Spanish→English MT system is very similar to the system described for the
English→Spanish task at VideoLectures.NET. It is an adaptation of the best WP3 system to
WP2 requirements, but the main difference with the VideoLectures.NET system is that no pre-
selection phase was applied in the poliMedia case. Lectures were divided into aproximately 300
small groups of 25 lectures (over 4 hours of speech data), and the BSS technique was applied
to each group in order to train the adapted language and translation models. In addition, the
in-domain data, defined by poliMedia bilingual data instead of the VideoLectures.NET’s data,
was extended with more parallel data from the manually supervised Y1 and Y2 Quality Control
sets defined in Task 6.2, which account more than 2500 additional parallel sentences.

Left-most plot of Figure 1 shows the progress over time of the WP2 SpanishtoEnglish MT
system in terms of BLEU computed over the test set defined in Task 6.1 for poliMedia, in
comparison to the corresponding system reported in the WP3. In Months 12 and 18 both WP2
and WP3 systems are actually the same system, but in Month 24 the WP2 system supersedes
in 0.3 BLEU points the WP3 system due to the inclusion of more in-domain training data to
the adapted translation and language models.

4.2.2 Spanish→Catalan

Spanish→Catalan translations of poliMedia lectures were generated using the open-source rule-
based translation system Apertium [3]. Apertium yields high quality Spanish to Catalan trans-
lations since Spanish and Catalan are very similar languages in lexical, syntactical and gram-
matical terms. A very little human effort is required to generate Catalan translations: just to
run the built-in Apertium decoder with the text to be translated as input.
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A TTML-DFXP Extension proposal

Objectives

Objective for this proposal is to define a new extension of the DFXP format to reflect the needs
of transLectures. To do this we propose to add several new tags for a DFXP transLectures
Document.

Types of tags

We need two types of tags:

• One type to reflect the fact that there is an interactive correction from multiple users. So
we need a way to “wikifi” a DFXP file.

• A second one to reflect the fact that there are different confidence levels for different tran-
scription/translations and even for different parts of a particular transcription/translation.

Namespace

We will add a new namespace to reflect the XML changes; so the new tags will be called
<tl:XXX> where tl is the new header and XXX is the tag. We’ll add a reference to a XSL file
for XML validation at the opening <tt> tag:

<tt xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/04/ttaf1"
xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/2006/10/ttaf1#style" xmlns:tl="translectures.eu">

User cases

1. A transcription/translation is automatically generated by an automatic system creating
a DFXP file from scratch.

2. A transcription/translation is manually generated by a human expert creating a new
DFXP file.

3. A user supervises an automatic transcription/translation.

(a) The user substitutes a word/sequence of words.

(b) The user deletes a word/sequence of words.

(c) The user adds a word/sequence of words.

4. A user supervises an automatic/corrected transcription/translation

5. User splits/joins/erases a segment.
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Proposal of new tags

Tags are defined at four levels: document, segment, group and word. Document tags are
located at the head section, while segment, group and word tags are located at the body
section. An additional tag to relate alternative transcriptions/translations is also included. A
detailed explanation of tags follows:

• <tl:document> : This tag defines the attributes of the transcription/translation at the
top level. As the attributes are inherited, the value of the attributes defined here are the
default values, unless otherwise redefined. It contains a specific attribute to associate the
current file to a unique video id. Abbreviature: <tl:d>

• <tl:alt> : The objective of this tag is to maintain a log of modifications for each segment.
The scope defined by this tag includes alternative transcriptions/translations for the same
audio segment/source sentence. Alternative segments can be also identified as they have
the same segment id. Abbreviature: <tl:a>

• <tl:segment> : The aim of this tag is for the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system
to define the transcription of an audio segment. Abbreviature: <tl:s>

• <tl:group> : This tag is thought to define group of words inside a segment. This tag will
usually appear as a result of the interaction with the user. Abbreviature: <tl:g>

• <tl:word> : simple tag used to specify single word properties mostly used for time align-
ments and confidence measures. Other attributes are mostly inherited. Abbreviature:
<tl:w>

Next, we define the set of attributes related to the tags just defined. Most of the attributes
are applicable to all levels:

• authorType : Type of author. Their values are automatic or human. Human for those tran-
scriptions/translations generated by human experts or completely supervised by human
experts. Automatic for those transcriptions/translations fully generated by an ASR/MT
system. Abbreviature: aT

• authorId : Author identifier. For example: RWTH, XEROX, UPV, Maria Gialama, etc.
Abbreviature: aI

• authorConf : Confidence measure of the author when the authorType is human. This
attribute is coupled with an authorId. This tag could be useful for non-native users
supervising a foreign language. Abbreviature: aC

• wordSegId : It identifies the system that performs the automatic segmentation at word
level. It could be different from the authorId, since group of words supervised by the user
may be segmented at word level with a different system from that providing the automatic
transcription. Abbreviature: wS

• timeStamp : Instant of creation or modification. The timestamp format is a combina-
tion of data and time of day in Chapter 5.4 of ISO 8601. The format is [-]CCYY-MM-
DDThh:mm:ss[Z|(+|-)hh:mm]. Abbreviature: tS

• confMeasure : Confidence measure of the level. These values are generated by ASR and
MT systems. Abbreviature: cM

• videoId : Tag only defined at the document level. It links the current transcription or
translation dfxp file to a unique video. Abbreviature: vI
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• segmentId : It is used to uniquely identify a segment in a transcription or translation file.
As mentioned above, alternative segments have the same segmentId. Abbreviature: sI

• begin : Instant of the beginning of an audio portion of the current tag in seconds. Abbre-
viature: b

• end : Instant of the end of an audio portion of the current tag in seconds. Abbreviature:
e

• elapsedTime : Processing time. Abbreviature: eT

• modelID : Model used by decoder. Abbreviature: mI

• processingSteps : Processing steps of decoder. Abbreviature: pS

• audioLength : Complete length of the video. Abbreviature: aL

Special characters such as & “ < > ’ must be escaped in the DFXP files according to the
XML standard (see http://xml.silmaril.ie/specials.html).

Examples

Document tags

<tl:document authorType="human" authorId="John Doe"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" authorConf="1.0"
confMeasure="1.0" videoId="00505-Profesores_Alcoy.M03.B01"
begin="1.0" end="400.6"/>

<tl:document authorType="automatic" authorId="UPV-v1.0"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" authorConf="0.6"
confMeasure="0.75" videoId="00505-Profesores_Alcoy.M03.B01"
begin="0.0" end="400.6"/>

Alternative tags

<tl:alt>

<tl:segment segmentId="1" authorType="human" authorId="RWTH"
wordSegId="RWTH" timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" confMeasure="1.0"
begin="0.0" end="15.6">

...
</tl:segment>

<tl:segment segmentId="1" authorType="human" authorId="UPV"
wordSegId="UPV" timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" confMeasure="1.0"
begin="0.0" end="15.6">

...
</tl:segment>

</tl:alt>
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Segment tags

<tl:segment segmentId="1" authorType="human" authorId="John Doe"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" confMeasure="1.0"
begin="0.0" end="15.6">

...
</tl:segment>

<tl:segment segmentId="1_2" authorType="automatic" authorId="UPV-v1.0"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" confMeasure="0.75"
begin="15.7" end="21.6">

...
</tl:segment>

Group tags

<tl:group authorType="human" authorId="John Doe"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" confMeasure="1.0"
begin="2.7" end="3.5">

the way we train in IBM
</tl:group>

<tl:group authorType="automatic" authorId="UPV"
wordSegId="RWTH" timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52"
confMeasure="0.75" begin="33.7" end="45.5">

greedy algorithms tend to
</tl:group>

Word tags

<tl:w authorType="manual" authorId="John Smith"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" confMeasure="1.0"
begin="1.3" end="2.1">the</tl:w>

<tl:w authorType="automatic" authorId="EML"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" confMeasure="0.75"
begin="2.3" end="3.5">way</tl:w>

<tl:word confMeasure="1.0" begin="1.3" end="2.1">the</tl:word>

<tl:word confMeasure="0.75" begin="2.3" end="3.5">way</tl:word>
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Examples over user cases

A transcription/translation is generated by an automatic system creating a DFXP
file from scratch.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<tt xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/04/ttaf1"
xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/2006/10/ttaf1#style" xmlns:tl="translectures.eu">
<head>

<tl:document authorType="automatic" authorId="UPV-v1.0" wordSegId="UPV-v1.0"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" authorConf="0.56" confMeasure="0.75"
videoId="00505-Profesores_Alcoy.M03.B01" begin="0.0" end="12.50"/>

</head>
<body>

<tl:segment segmentId="1" confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="3.2">
<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="0.0" end="0.75">most</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.89" begin="0.75" end="0.95">of</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.63" begin="0.95" end="1.15">you</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.40" begin="1.15" end="1.35">are</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.90" begin="1.35" end="1.50">probably</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="1.50" end="1.75">ventured</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.55" begin="1.75" end="2.00">the </tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.98" begin="2.00" end="2.75">problem</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.60" begin="2.75" end="3.20">that</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
<tl:segment segmentId="2" confMeasure="0.19" begin="8.5" end="12.50">
<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="8.5" end="9">To</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.2" begin="9" end="10">solve</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="10" end="10.7">on</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="10.7" end="12.5">this</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
</body>

</tt>

A transcription/translation is manually generated by a human expert creating a
new DFXP file

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<tt xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/04/ttaf1"
xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/2006/10/ttaf1#style" xmlns:tl="translectures.eu">
<head>

<tl:document authorType="manual" authorId="Maria" authorConf="1.0"
videoId="00505-Profesores_Alcoy.M03.B01" timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52"
confMeasure="1.0" begin="0.0" end="12.50"/>

</head>
<body>

<tl:segment segmentId="1" begin="0.0" end="8.50">
most of you have probably ventured into the problem set.

</tl:segment>
<tl:segment segmentId="2" begin="8.50" end="12.50">
The solution is:

</tl:segment>
</body>

</tt>
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A user supervises an automatic transcription/translation substituting a word/group
of words

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<tt xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/04/ttaf1"
xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/2006/10/ttaf1#style" xmlns:tl="translectures.eu">
<head>

<tl:document authorType="automatic" authorId="UPV-v1.0" wordSegId="UPV-v1.0"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" authorConf="0.56" confMeasure="0.75"
videoId="00505-Profesores_Alcoy.M03.B01" begin="0.0" end="12.50"/>

</head>
<body>

<tl:alt>
<tl:segment segmentId="1" confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="3.20">

<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="0.0" end="0.75">most</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.89" begin="0.75" end="0.95">of</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.63" begin="0.95" end="1.15">you</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.40" begin="1.15" end="1.35">are</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.90" begin="1.35" end="1.50">probably</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="1.50" end="1.75">ventured</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.55" begin="1.75" end="2.00">the</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.98" begin="2.00" end="2.75">problem</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.60" begin="2.75" end="3.20">that</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
<tl:segment segmentId="1" confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="3.20"
timeStamp="2012-10-04T13:31:45">

<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="0.0" end="0.75">most</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.89" begin="0.75" end="0.95">of</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.63" begin="0.95" end="1.15">you</tl:w>
<tl:group authorType="human" authorConf="0.5" confMeasure="1"
authorId="Jonh" begin="1.15" end="1.35">
have already ventured

</tl:group>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.55" begin="1.75" end="2.00">the</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.98" begin="2.00" end="2.75">problem</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.60" begin="2.75" end="3.20">that</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
</tl:alt>
<tl:segment segmentId="2" confMeasure="0.19" begin="8.5" end="12.50">
<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="8.5" end="9">To</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.2" begin="9" end="10">solve</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="10" end="10.7">on</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="10.7" end="12.5">this</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
</body>

</tt>
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A different user (Carlos) from a previous user (John) supervises an automatic
transcription/translation substituting a word/group of words

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<tt xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/04/ttaf1"
xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/2006/10/ttaf1#style" xmlns:tl="translectures.eu">
<head>

<tl:document authorType="automatic" authorId="UPV-v1.0" wordSegId="UPV-v1.0"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" authorConf="0.56" confMeasure="0.75"
videoId="00505-Profesores_Alcoy.M03.B01" begin="0.0" end="12.50"/>

</head>
<body>

<tl:alt>
<tl:segment segmentId="1" confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="3.20">

<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="0.0" end="0.75">most</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.89" begin="0.75" end="0.95">of</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.63" begin="0.95" end="1.15">you</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.40" begin="1.15" end="1.35">are</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.90" begin="1.35" end="1.50">probably</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="1.50" end="1.75">ventured</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.55" begin="1.75" end="2.00">the</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.98" begin="2.00" end="2.75">problem</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.60" begin="2.75" end="3.20">that</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
<tl:segment segmentId="1" confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="3.20"
timeStamp="2012-10-04T13:31:45">

<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="0.0" end="0.75">most</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.89" begin="0.75" end="0.95">of</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.63" begin="0.95" end="1.15">you</tl:w>
<tl:group authorType="human" authorConf="0.5" confMeasure="1"
authorId="John" begin="1.15" end="1.35">
have already ventured

</tl:group>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.55" begin="1.75" end="2.00">the</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.98" begin="2.00" end="2.75">problem</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.60" begin="2.75" end="3.20">that</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
<tl:segment segmentId="1" confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="3.20">

<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="0.0" end="0.75">most</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.89" begin="0.75" end="0.95">of</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.63" begin="0.95" end="1.15">you</tl:w>
<tl:group authorType="human" authorConf="0.5" confMeasure="1"
authorId="Jonh" wordSegId="RWTH" begin="1.15" end="1.35">
<tl:w begin="1.15" end="1.25">have</tl:w>
<tl:w begin="1.30" end="1.35">already</tl:w>

</tl:group>
<tl:group authorType="human" authorConf="0.7" confMeasure="1.0"
authorId="Carlos" begin="1.35" end="2.70">
solved similar problems to

</tl:group>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.60" begin="2.75" end="3.20"> that</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
</tl:alt>
<tl:segment segmentId="2" confMeasure="0.19" begin="8.5" end="12.50">
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<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="8.5" end="9">To</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.2" begin="9" end="10">solve</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="10" end="10.7">on</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.1" begin="10.7" end="12.5">this</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
</body>

</tt>

A user adds a new segment

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<tt xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/04/ttaf1"
xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/2006/10/ttaf1#style" xmlns:tl="translectures.eu">
<head>

<tl:document authorType="automatic" authorId="UPV-v1.0"
wordSegId="UPV-v1.0" timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52"
confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="20.60"/>

</head>
<body>

<tl:segment segmentId="1" confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="3.20">
<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="0.0" end="0.75">most </tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.89" begin="0.75" end="0.95">of</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.63" begin="0.95" end="1.15">you</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.40" begin="1.15" end="1.35">are</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.90" begin="1.35" end="1.50">probably</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="1.50" end="1.75">ventured</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.55" begin="1.75" end="2.00">the</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.98" begin="2.00" end="2.75">problem</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.60" begin="2.75" end="3.20">that</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
<tl:segment segmentId="2" authorType="manual" authorId="Maria"
timeStamp="2012-10-04T13:31:45" authorConf="1" confMeasure="1.0"
begin="3.20" end="20.60">
I think the best way to learn acid-base titrations is usually
you hear a little bit about acid-base titrations, then sit down
and try to do problems, go back and revisit

</tl:segment>
</body>

</tt>
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A user splits a segment into more than one segment

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<tt xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/04/ttaf1"
xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/2006/10/ttaf1#style" xmlns:tl="translectures.eu">
<head>

<tl:document authorType="automatic" authorId="UPV" wordSegId="UPV"
timeStamp="2012-10-03T21:32:52" authorConf="0.2"
confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="3.20"/>

</head>
<body>

<tl:segment segmentId="1" confMeasure="0.75" begin="0.0" end="1.75">
<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="0.0" end="0.75">most</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.89" begin="0.75" end="0.95">of</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.63" begin="0.95" end="1.15">you</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.40" begin="1.15" end="1.35">are</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.90" begin="1.35" end="1.50">probably</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.85" begin="1.50" end="1.75">ventured</tl:w>

</tl:segment>

<tl:segment segmentId="2" confMeasure="0.75" begin="1.75" end="3.20">
<tl:w confMeasure="0.55" begin="1.75" end="2.00">the</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.98" begin="2.00" end="2.75">problem</tl:w>
<tl:w confMeasure="0.60" begin="2.75" end="3.20">that</tl:w>

</tl:segment>
</body>

</tt>
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B The transLectures Transcription and Translation Repository
Documentation

Introduction

This documents discusses the usage of the repository that provides storage and retrieval facil-
ities for the transcriptions and translations generated during the lifetime of the transLectures
project. This repository satisfies a set of key requirements related to the particularities of the
transLectures project. These go beyond the basic requirement of providing a storage facility
for the transcription and translation data.

Firstly, the repository must facilitate workflows synchronising the data produced by the
multiple project partners, together with the input generated from the feedback produced by the
two video lectures websites (VideoLectures.NET and poliMedia). It must also allow partners
to share bleeding-edge results between them, while maintaining in parallel a stable set of tran-
scriptions and translations that can be released to the users of the two websites. Furthermore,
the repository must provide versioning facilities, allowing to track progress and to be able to
recover from erroneous data updates. Finally, in order to minimise the chances of such errors
taking place, the repository must also enforce a basic set of access control rules, allowing each
partner to update only the kinds of data (transcription languages or translation language pairs)
that have been assigned to them.

The core functionality of the repository is based on the popular “git” distributed revision
control system. Git combines a robust implementation of a distributed repository with advanced
branching and merging features. These features allow the project partners to keep parallel
versions of transcriptions and translations and improve these over time. When appropriate
they can then efficiently merge their final contributions to the stable master branch so that
these can be displayed to the video lectures website users.

In the rest of this document, we guide the users of the repository through the necessary steps
to get access to the repository and through the most common usage workflows. The instructions
assume a user using the Linux operating system (usage under MacOS does not differ much). A
section in the end describes how these relate to a user having access to a Windows machine.

Installation

The following installation steps must be run only once, in order to get access to the transLectures
repository.

Prerequisites

You will need to have at your machine:

• The ssh utility

• A recent git installation (version above 1.7.4.4)

These will already be part of a recent Linux distribution. If not, please install the missing
packages using your distribution’s package manager.
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VideoLectures.NET vs. poliMedia

Two repositories were created at two servers provided by VideoLectures.NET and poliMedia
respectively, to store content related to the video lectures hosted by each of the two websites. In
this instruction set, we focus on the installation at the VideoLectures.NET premises. However,
the functionality of the two repositories is identical. In order to install and use the poliMedia
repository one has to only change the address of the repository server:

Repository Server Name
VideoLectures.NET helium.ijs.si

poliMedia translectures.upv.es

Authentication

Authenticating with the repository uses public/private key encryption. You might be using this
authentication scheme at your organisation. Following these steps will not interfere with your
existing public/private keys.

In the instructions below, I assume that the user of the repository is “username”. In order to
apply the instructions for your case, please replace everywhere “username” with the username
that applies to you. The users of the service are:

• The 6 partners:

– dds
– eml
– k4a
– rwth
– upv
– xerox

• The 2 websites:

– vidlec
– polimedia

• An administrative account

– transgitadmin

In order to set up authentication with the repository server:

1. You will receive a pair of public (e.g. username rsa.pub) and private (e.g. username rsa)
key pairs.

2. Place them together at a convenient directory.

3. Create an ssh virtual host, by editing /home/myusername/.ssh/config (if it does not exist,
create it)

Add the following entry to the ssh config file:

Host username.vidlec
User transgit
Hostname helium.ijs.si
IdentityFile the_path_to_your_private_key
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The distributed nature of the repository

Git is a distributed revision control system. By installing the transLectures repository in your
machine, you get access to a fully functioning local copy of the repository.

• The user of the repository first commits changes to the data to his local copy of the
repository. He can employ this feature to save progress locally at any time, with the
ability to go back and retrieve an older version if needed.

• When the user wishes to share his current content with the other partners, he can push his
latest version to the central transLectures repository (which resides at VideoLectures.NET
or poliMedia).

• When the user wishes to update his own copy of the repository with the new data submit-
ted by other partners, he can pull the updates from the central transLectures repository.

All these actions are described in detail in the rest of this document.

Cloning the repository

After authentication has been set up, the user gets a copy of the current state of the central
transLectures repository, which is called the origin repository in git terminology (this is the
name we will use in this document from now on).

1. Enter the directory where you would like to host the transLectures repository.

2. Run the command:

git clone transgit@username.vidlec:translectures

3. You have just created the ‘translectures’ subdirectory which hosts your local copy of the
origin repository.

All the rest of the document assumes that the user’s current directory is this newly created
‘translectures’ subdirectory.

Branches

The repository employs multiple branches, tracking parallel versions of the transLectures tran-
scription and translation data. Each user has access to two branches:

• The master branch. This is the central branch of the repository, where stable versions of
the data are pushed.

• A user branch, with the same name as the user’s authentication username (for example,
‘xerox’ has access to a user branch also called ‘xerox’). This is the branch that can be
used to store intermediate, bleeding-edge results and share them with partners.

Cloning the repository already provides access to the master branch. In order to get access to
his user branch, the user must run the following commands (replace xerox with your username):

• Establish the user brach:

git checkout --track origin/xerox

• Return to the main branch:

git checkout master
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Basic Usage

If you successfully followed the installation instructions, you:

• Have a local copy of the transLectures repository under the ‘translectures’ directory.

• Have access to two branches, the master branch and your user branch.

• Are currently viewing the contents of the master branch.

Below we describe how to perform the most common actions related to the repository. Again,
it is assumed that the user’s current directory is the ‘translectures’ one. For users merely reading
(i.e. not updating) the contents of the repository’s branches, performing the actions described
in the first two subsections below should suffice.

Switching branches

Having access to two branches allows users that update the repository’s data to maintain and
share two parallel versions of the transcription and translation data at the same time. Switching
branches will update all the files in the ‘translectures’ directory to reflect the current state in
the new current branch. Users that would only like to view the current stable version of the
data can ignore this functionality and use only the master branch.

In order to check which is the currently checked-out branch of the data:

1. Run command:

git branch

2. In the output, the currently checked-out branch is marked with an asterisk.

In order to switch branches:

1. Run command (replace branch name with the branch you wish to switch to):

git checkout branch_name

2. You have now access to the current state of all the files in this branch.

Pull changes from the origin repository

While your user branch will only be updated by you, the master branch can be updated by
many different users of the repository. In order to retrieve (pull) these changes from the current
centralised version of the branch ‘branch name’:

1. Run command:

git pull origin branch_name

2. The contents of the ‘translectures’ directory will be updated to reflect the current state
of the origin repository.
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Committing changes locally

To upload new content to the central, origin transLectures repository, you must first commit
these changes locally. In order to update your local copy of the repository:

1. Check-out the branch that you wish to update (replace branch name with the branch you
wish to switch to):

git checkout branch_name

2. Pull the latest committed version from the origin repository.

git pull origin branch_name

3. Make any necessary changes to the ‘transLectures’ directory, that is:

• Edit files.
• Add/remove files.
• Add/remove directories.
• Always make sure to only update the files that you have access for and respect the

directory structure of the repository (consult the section on access control below).

4. Add these changes to the list of changes to be committed (this is called staging the
changes):

git add --all

5. Commit the changes locally to create a new local version of the data.

git commit -m ’a meaningful commit message indicating what was changed’

Push your changes to the origin repository

When you commit locally, your changes have not yet been posted to the central, origin repository
that resides at the respective video lecture website’s premises. You can thus commit locally as
often as you would like, to save progress in your work. In order for your changes to be visible to
other partners and accessible by the video lecture websites, you must push them to the central,
origin repository. This relates individually to both the master branch, as well as your user
branch.

In order to push your changes for branch ‘branch name’ to the origin repository:

1. First commit your changes locally (see above).

2. Retrieve (pull) any changes made by other partners in the meantime (read the next section
for more information).

git pull origin branch_name

3. Push your changes to the origin repository.

git push origin branch_name

4. Your changes have been uploaded to this branch on the central, origin repository and can
be pulled by other repository users.
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Reading the log

To go through the commit messages and see the list of files that have been updated in the past
for a branch, you can read the log for that branch:

1. Check-out the branch that you wish to update (replace branch name with the branch you
wish to switch to):

git checkout branch\_name

2. Read the log for this branch.

git log

or, to also see for every commit the list of files that were updated:

git log --name-status

3. Possibly press “q” to exit the log listing.
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Basic Workflow

A basic workflow of using the system concerns users who do not wish to take advantage of
their own user branch to submit intermediate improvements of their system’s output. Instead,
they wish to only employ the main branch to read what other partners submit there, and to
periodically submit their own stable versions of transcriptions and translations.

Read-only access to the master branch

1. Install the repository following the instructions above (you do this only once)

2. Pull the updates of the master branch periodically.

git pull origin master

Read-write access to the master branch

1. Install the repository following the instructions above (you do this only once).

2. Pull the updates of the master branch periodically and certainly before submitting changes
to it.

git pull origin master

3. Perform changes to the repository data.

- Always make sure to only update the files that you have access for and respect the
directory structure of the repository.

4. Push your own changes to the origin repository when ready.

git push origin master
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Advanced Workflow

A more advanced workflow that the system supports allows the users to use their own user
branch to store and share their bleeding-edge system output, without tampering with the latest
stable version maintained on the master branch. When their improved transcriptions and
translations have stabilised, their latest version can be merged with the master branch. Before
this happens, users can pull the bleeding-edge contributions of other partners from the user
branches to collaborate on them.

Committing changes locally to your user branch

1. Install the repository following the instructions above (you do this only once).

2. Pull the updates on the master branch:

git pull origin master

3. Check out your user branch (named after your log-in):

git checkout branch_name

4. Merge the master branch in your user branch:

git merge master

This imports the latest changes from the master branch into your own user branch, to
synchronise them.

5. Perform changes in your user branch.

- Always make sure to only update the files that you have access for and respect the
directory structure of the repository.

6. Commit the changes locally to your user branch:

git add --all
git commit -m ’a meaningful commit message indicating what was changed’

This saves the changes you’ve made on your local user branch. You may repeatedly commit
changes locally as you produce more data.

Pushing your user branch to the origin repository

To share the current locally committed changes with the other partners or just store them at
the repository, you can push your local user branch to your user branch residing at the central,
origin repository. This will not affect the master branch residing there. To do this:

1. First commit your latest changes locally (see above).

2. Push your user branch to the origin repository:

git push origin branch_name
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Merging your user branch in the master branch

When your bleeding-edge system output becomes stable, it will be time to move the system’s
output to the local master branch and push the latter to the origin repository.

1. First commit your latest changes locally (see above).

2. Push your user branch to the origin repository:

git push origin branch_name

3. Switch to the master branch:

git checkout master

4. Merge your user branch (named after your log-in) in the master branch, to update it with
your new contributions:

git merge branch_name

5. Push your local copy of the master branch to the origin repository:

git push origin master

Pulling a different partner’s user branch to review it

When a partner has pushed his user branch data to the origin repository, a different partner
can pull his data to collaborate on them.

1. Check-out the partner’s branch (named after their log-in) from the origin repository. You
need to do this only once.

git checkout --track origin/branch_name

You then switch to the partner’s branch and can directly view his latest bleeding-edge
version of the data.

2. To go back to your own branch or the master branch:

git checkout master

or

git checkout your_own_branch

3. To retrieve at a later stage newer bleeding-edge contributions submitted by a different
partner:

(a) Switch to their branch again:

git checkout branch_name
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(b) Pull their latest update from the origin repository:

git pull origin branch_name

After you have reviewed the other partner’s content, you can switch back to your own user
branch or the master branch:

1. Switch to a different branch:

git checkout branch_name

2. All the files in the repository reflect the current state of the selected branch.
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Access Control

The repository supports a basic access control scheme for the master branch. This has two
goals.

• Ensure that the directory structure is maintained.

• Ensure that partners do not accidentally update data that are not supposed to be handled
by them.

Directory structure and update privileges

The repository enforces the following directory structure on both VideoLectures.NET and poli-
Media:

• data/ : Master directory containing transcription and translation data for all videos.

• data/a, data/b, data/c, ... : Directories containing data for videos whose description
starts with this letter.

• data/a/a lecture/, ... : Directory containing all transcription and translation data for
lecture with description ‘a lecture’. Subdirectory structure can vary for each video lecture
website.

• data/a/a lecture/possibly more dirs/transcription name.en.tx.dfxp : DFXP file containing
the transcription (‘tx’) in English (‘en’) for lecture with description ‘a lecture’.

• data/a/a lecture/possibly more dirs/translation name.en-fr.tl.dfxp : DFXP file containing
the translation (‘tl’) from English to French (‘en-fr’) for lecture with description ‘a lecture’.

The data files must obey the suffix structure in order to distinguish between them. Below
each suffix, the partner that can add/update the relevant files is listed. Apart from these part-
ners, the video lecture website account (vidlec for VideoLectures.NET, polimedia for poliMedia)
can also update these files to add user feedback related content.

The transcription files must have the following suffixes:

• en.tx.dfxp : English transcriptions (EML).

• es.tx.dfxp : Spanish transcriptions (UPV).

• sl.tx.dfxp : Slovenian transcriptions (EML).

The translation files must have the following suffixes:

• en-fr.tl.dfxp : English to French translations (XEROX).

• en-es.tl.dfxp : English to Spanish translations (UPV).

• en-de.tl.dfxp : English to German translations (RWTH).

• en-sl.tl.dfxp : English to Slovenian translations (RWTH).

• sl-en.tl.dfxp : Slovenian to English translations (XEROX).

• es-en.tl.dfxp : Spanish to English translations (UPV).
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Access control error messages and solutions

If a user tries to push new or updated files to the origin repository that do not obey the directory
structure or that they do not have update privileges for, an error message like the following is
generated:

remote: FATAL: W VREF/NAME/refs/heads/master:data/l/lecture1/lecture1.en-
de.tl.dfxp translectures xerox DENIED by VREF/NAME/
remote: error: hook declined to update refs/heads/master
To transgit@xerox.ijs:translectures
! [remote rejected] master -> master (hook declined)
error: failed to push some refs to ’transgit@xerox.ijs:translectures’

Since this message will only be displayed when you try to push your changes to the origin
repository, it means that you have already committed these erroneous changes locally. You
must undo this. This is performed by:

1. Run command:

git reset HEAD^

2. This brings the local ‘translectures’ directory to the state it was before you added the files
to the list of what to commit, and before committing.

3. Run command:

git status

4. This shows a detailed message that explains what changes were committed.

5. The error message means that you shouldn’t have updated at least one of these files, or
that you did not respect the directory structure.

6. Fix that problem, removing/editing files in order to bring the state of the ‘translectures’
back to how it was before your erroneous updates.

- E.g. in order to bring a file back to its state before you edited it:

git checkout -- file_name

7. If you have other legitimate changes to upload, proceed to add, commit, push them as
usual.

Read Access from Windows

The repository can be equally easily be accessed from a Linux/MacOS system as well as from
Windows. Up to this point, this document assumed that the reader was a Linux/MacOS user
who is familiar with running console commands. This section discusses access using a Windows
client. Only read access to the master branch is discussed and supported. In principle, write
access follows the same workflows as is discussed for the Linux/MacOs clients in the rest of this
document, but the user needs to perform the same actions with the “Windows Git/TortoiseGit”
client instead of the console. Still, using a windows client for write access is discouraged.
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Get a Git client for Windows

Any Windows client for Git will enable a user to access the repository. ‘Git for Windows’, a
free client for Git and ‘TortoiseGit’ an easy to use Windows Git utility.

1. Download the ‘Git for Windows’ client from http://msysgit.github.com and install it,
using the default options.

2. Download the ‘TortoiseGit’ from https://code.google.com/p/tortoisegit/ and install it us-
ing the default options

3. Convert the private key you have received to a Putty private key, which can be used with
the TortoiseGit client to log into the transLectures repository.

(a) From the TortoiseGit start menu, choose Puttygen.

(b) Press load and select the private key (i.e. not the file with the pub suffix) you have
received. You might need to select “All files” from the list next to the “Open” button
to view your private key.

(c) Press “Save private key” and select where you want to save your Putty private key.

(d) Close the window.

Clone the origin repository locally

1. Create a folder to host the repository.

2. Right click the folder.

3. Select ‘Git clone...’ from the menu.

4. Fill in the window:

(a) Use the following repository URLs:

i. For VideoLectures.NET: transgit@helium.ijs.si:translectures
ii. For poliMedia: transgit@fuster.cc.upv.es:translectures

(b) In Load Putty Key, select the private key you created in step 3 above.

(c) Click “OK”.

(d) Click “Yes” if any security alerts pop-up.

5. Now you have access in the ‘translectures’ sub-folder to the master branch content.

Refresh the repository contents

In order to refresh the ‘translectures’ directory with new content that has been added in the
origin repository:

1. Right click the ‘translectures’ folder created when cloning the origin repository.

2. From the menu select ‘TortoiseGit’.

3. From the sub-menu, select ‘Pull...’.

4. Click “OK”.
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Additional resources

As the repository is based on the powerful and versatile git distributed revision control system,
the functionality it supports goes well beyond the contents of this document. You can find more
about git and what it can do for you on http://git-scm.com/book.
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